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CORINE class 1.3.1 
Mineral excavation - quarry 
in South Wales 

•
 
•
 

• 
• 

CORINE class 1.4.2 
Leisure - historic house 
and estate 

CORINE class 1.2.4 
Airport - Gatwick 

CORINE class 1.2.2 
RoadIRail- M25IM2jlU1ction 

CORINE class 1.3.3 
Construction - residential area 
in Southwater (East Sussex) 

CORINE class 1.4.2
 
Leisure - Golf course,
 
North London
 

CORINE class 1.4.2 
Leisure - Epsom race course 

CORINE class 1.2.3 
Port area - Tilbury docks 

CORINE class 1.4.1 
Green urban - central 
Watford 

CORINE class 2.2.2 
Fruit growing - hop 
fields in Kent 

Note: the blue (buildings) are 
included here because they are part 
ofthe infrastructure ofthe race 
course i.e. grandstands etc. 

Note:different colour schemes have been Figure 2. Examples of each of the 
used in the background images shown. CORINE land use classes 
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3.3 Removal of small parcels and extraction of 25 ha parcels with CORINE equivalence 
Instead of using ARC/Info <eliminate' or <dissolve' to remove polygons < 2 ha, the <region 
group' and <nibble' commands were used in ARCNiew to return a similar result in Grid format 
(see Figure 3). 

Note: 
The function 'REGION GROUP' groups all adjacent orthogonal pixels of the same class into 
regions (GRID B) (see Figure 3). Conditional rules are then applied on the regions based on their 
size (i.e. number of pixels). If regions are less than a given size (i.e. in this case 2 hectares) all 
pixels in the region are given a null value (corresponding to 0 in Figure 3). If regions are greater 
than a given area they retain the class of the original grid (i.e.GRID A). The result is a mask grid 
(GRID C) which can be used in the nibble process. 

The function <NIBBLE' replaces the pixels of a Grid (GRID A) that were given null values in 
the Mask Grid (GRID C) with the values oftheir nearest neighbours (see Figure 3). 

These procedures (see Annex) are similar to the ones described in detail in Brown et at. (1996) 
for ARC/Grid. 

Figure 3. The regiongroup and nibble process showing classes in (A) 
fonned into regions (B) 

GRID A1/ 

GRillC
8 8 8 5 5 5 5 

8 8 8 5 5 5 58 8 8 5 5 5 5 
8 8 8 5 5 5 58 8 6 6 6 5 5 
8 8 0 0 0 5 51 8 8 6 6 5 5 

1 8 8 0 0 5 51 1 1 6 1 5 5 
il 

1 1 1 0 1 5 5 

/ 
1 1 1 1 1 5 5 

1 1 1 1 1 5 5 

GRID B ,,. 
GRIDD1 1 1 3 3 3 3 1 

• 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 8 8 8 5 5 5 5 

1 1 4 4 4 3 3 8 8 8 5 5 5 5 

• 2 1 1 4 4 3 3 8 8 8 5 5 5 5 

• 52 2 2 4 2 3 3 1 8 8 1 5 5 

2 2 2 2 2 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 

51 1 1 1 1 5 

3.4 Clustering of smaller parcels 
Growing polygons is a GIS procedure, which was originally developed, in the pilot study for the 
generalisation of 'outliers' (Brown & Fuller 1996). By growing and shrinking regions, small 
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isolations in grid zone boundaries can be 'filled in' (see Figure 5), and small clusters of regions 
can be merged (see Figure 4). This process, involved 'cost distance mapping' and 
'neighbourhood sum' functions. It has remained essentially unaltered except that the process was 
fully automated into the new ARC/View procedures. One click on the generalisation menu 
button executed the growing/shrinking procedure on all classes and created a series of grid 
layers, each of which contained the results of a particular class. Running this process in 
ARCNiew reduced the time required to grow a single class in a 100 km square tile from well 
over 2 hours to around 10 minutes. This was significant, considering that all 25 classes in the 
grid needed to be processed. 

Parcels were then allowed to grow by a greater increment than initially planned. Thus, more of 
the small parcels belonging to typically fragmented cover classes were allowed to join, to form 
parcels of greater than 25 ha (see Figure 4). The rule~ defining the sequence of priority in which 
classes were merged after growing and shrinking were reviewed and small changes 
implemented. The rules now used class statistics on parcel sizes and fragmentation. 

Figure 4. Aggregation of small patches 

The process of dealing with unwanted boundary isolations and indentations was also considered 
during the final stage of boundary smoothing. In tests carried out during the generalisation work 
it was found that the standard 'smoothing of boundaries', such as the Douglas & Peuker (1973) 
methods employed by ARC/Info generalisation functions, did not produce a satisfactory result. 
Too many corners were unnecessarily smoothed, and there was a general lack of control of what 
happened during the smoothing process. Two requirements needed to be addressed: first the 
removal of the stepped effect of pixel edges, when producing the final vector output, and 
secondly, the retaining of significant angular boundary patterns, where their removal adversely 
affected the final generalised map product. These global smoothing routines proved not to be 
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able to cope with both these issues successfully, possibly because of the large degree of 
generalisation that was necessarily imposed on our data. In fact, the stepped effect is largely 
invisible when the data are viewed at their target display scale of 1: 100 000. At this scale the 
25m edge of a pixel is 0.25mm on the screen. However, as soon as a user begins to zoom in, 
which users inevitably do, the stepped edge become apparent, hence the requirement for 
smoothing. Figure 5 below shows some initial removal of indentations but not the smoothing of 
the boundary. Although a number of smoothing options were tested, it was found that the 
smoothing carried out on these data, when using the ARC/View 'convert to shape file' function 
gave the best results. This was the method finally used for producing output vector data. This 
had the added advantage of being a standard function allowing for easy conversion by future 
users to and from vector and raster format within the ESRI software. Examples of smoothed 
output can be seen in Figures 4 and 7 and Annex Figure 1. 

il 

• 

This example is at a very enlarged scale (approximately l: lOOO) in order to mak'e the pixel boundary • 
shapes clearly visible. In fact, in this example, the upper red polygon is an isolated one, much less 
than 25 ha in size, and is subsequently dissolved into the background class. 

Figure 5 

3.5 Analysis and classification of mosaic parcels 
The majority of changes made to the generalisation process were in the final stage of the analysis 
and classification of 'mosaic' or composite polygons. In the original process, this was partly an 
interactive stage, involving the user visually determining the composition of mosaics - a 
laborious method suffering from the problems of human subjectivity and error. 

Using zonal geometry and zonal statistics functions in ARCNiew it is possible to calculate the 
exact composition of mosaics in terms of % class composition. The results are stored in a table 
and queried, using the CORINE rules, to determine the correct land class code, and thus the 
CORINE code. The whole process of mosaics was automated. A schematic overview of the 
procedure is shown in Figure 6. 

• 
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Figure 7. Changes through selected stages of the generalisation process 

An example area of eastern England, near Thetford Forest, 
r----;-----"""7"",------" shown at a scale of approximately 1: 100 000 

~....:~~.-r?:~ Original land cover with classes
 
coloured to approximate to
 

CORINE colours
 

Original land cover with parcels 
less than 2 ha removed 

Some initial CORINE land use 
codes (e.g. airport) added 

polygons grown 

Area of2.4.3 added 
by the mosaic process 

After creation of mosaic 
polygons and intelligent 
removal of polygons < 25ha 

Final raster map after final interactive 
check (no changes required in this 
small example) and before smoothing 

c::J 
CJ 

arable 
pastures 
coniferous forest 

Final smoothed 
data (vector) 

mixed forest 
broad-leaved forest 
natural grasslands 
airpOlts 
discontinuous urban Final smoothed data shown 
agriculture with natural 
vegetation 

with boundary lines added 
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The indicated level of accuracy exceeds normal expectations and gives considerable faith in the 
automated procedures. A closer look at class-level correspondence highlights the specific 
differences. However, it must be recognised that rarer classes (at least those which are rare in 
this study area), cannot be adequately assessed. Minor boundary differences for few smaller 
parcels may cause major quantitative differences; also the chance inclusion/exclusion of just a 
single polygon can cause a large percentage difference. 

Some significant comparisons were: 

- The manual method had been more generous in its inclusion of pasture and amenity grassland 
around villages as part of the Discontinuous urban (1.1.2). The final manual edit rectified this. 

- The land use classes (1.2. * and 1.4. *) were captured manually in both methods. The two 
methods gave very similar results, except the fully manual procedure overlooked the need to 
record 1.4.1, and it scored a lower land use for Sport and leisure (1.4.2). Again this was 
increased during the final manual edit. 

- The dissected patterns of Broad-leaved forest and Coniferous forest have led to mismatches 
caused by minor geometric shifts between the maps. 

- The manual interpretation missed a significant area of long-term setaside, causing confusion 
between Arable (2.1.1) and Natural grasslands (3.2.1). 

Figure 8. Comparison ofoutputs for a sample section of the arable landscape test site (Cambridgeshire),
 
and the effect of final interactive editing.


discontinuous
D arable mixed forest D transitional woodlandurban 

D pastures D sport & leisure D naIUra1 grass 

Grass re-classified 10 arable
 
(young cereal crop) \
 

Landuse 
class added changed to pasture 

atfirst in/eral~/;ve 

edit
/ I 

J
jUrlJ01I tran.>'itionallVoodlund 

(miss-interpreted) /" added ~ 

.........."""--_.

Manual Semi-automatic (first) Final (po~i final edit) 
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Table 2. Comparison for the test site showing changes in the total area per class within the arable 
landscape resulting from thoe final interactive edit stage. 

• Value Land Cover Class Manual Interim Final
 
.. 111 urban 19.1 22.2 19.1
 

112 discontinuous urban 260.8 200.7 221.2
 
if 121 industrial	 7.2 7.3 13.5 

122 road/rail network	 1.2
If 

124 airports	 49.4 51.4 55.3 
131 mineral excavation 25.6 25.4 25.8~ 
133 construction sites 7.5 7.6 5.4 
141 green urban 9.3 4.0 
142 sport & leisure 21.0 27.0 43.7 
211 arable 3823.2 3673.5 3680.1 
231 pastures 561.0 709.0 673.3 
242 complex cultivation patterns 51.6 39.2 
311 broad-leaved forest 52.3 33.8 33.8 
312 coniferous forest 4.7 6.1 6.1 
313 mixed forest 3.0 3.0 
321 natural grasslands 9.6 20.0 19.9 
324 transitional woodland 2.4 2.4 
332 bare rock 3.9 1.8 
512 water bodies 54.5 43.5 51.5 

4.2.2 The pasturallandscape (Devon) 
The Devon test site.is mainly made up of pastural landscape. Visual comparison shows a good 
match between the two products with a similar overall distribution pattern of the cover types 

,	 present. The overall correspondence achieved between the two methods for the pastural 
landscape site was 863 pixels per thousand (Annex Table 4). 

Figure 9. Comparison of outputs for a sample section of the pastura1landscape test site (Devon) 
This is at the location of a large mineral excavation, with its accompanying built infrastructure, within a pasturallandscape. 

D D	 Dpasture industrial bare rock 

mineral broad-leaved D arableOextraction . forest 
sport&discontinuousI'	 D natural grass leisureMat> Scale approximate!Y,-,-I:....,lO..... urTban	 DO'-,O_OO 

manual	 semi automated (post final edit) 
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Figure lOa. Comparison of outputs for a sample section of the marginal landscape test site (Wales) 

coniferousD Dpasture bare rock 

D 
forest 

D broad-leaved discontinuousnatural grass 
forest urban 

sport &D D Dmoors & heaths green urban leisure 

• Figure lOb. Comparison of outputs for a sample section of the marginal landscape test site (Scotland) 

D pasture 

D broad-leaved transitionalnatural grass 
forest woodlandD

D Dmoors & heaths peatbog water'bodies 
Map Scale approximately 1: 100,000 

correct idenlification ofIhe loch, 
(cons;slenllhroughout Scolland) 

"" notice miss-malches between
 
boundaries ofnalural grass class
 

and moors andhealhs class
 

.~ 

manuai 

Some significant comparisons were: 

- The main differences between the manual and semi-automated methods were caused by the 
mismatches between boundaries of Natural grasslands and Moors and heathland (3.2.2). The 
transition between natural vegetation types is usually gradual, resulting in fuzzy boundaries. The 
boundary identified by the semi-automated method was based on a set of rules, which interrogate 
the underlying land cover class of the LCMGB and the cover composition of each polygon less 
than 25 ha. Although, in this case, neither of the two methods consistently produced the 'correct' 
answer, the semi-automated approach had the advantage of being objective in the way it 
identified boundaries between natural vegetation types. 
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- In the Welsh site the complicated nature of the landscape with the narrow valleys, and the 
intricate mixture of natural vegetation types produced many polygons as thin slivers. The hilltops 
and slopes show an intricate pattern of heather moor, semi-natural grasslands and improved 
pastures with small pockets of woodland and smaller copses. A minor spatial shift between the 
two maps (manual and semi-automated) created some lower correspondence for these polygons, 
although the spatial pattern within the maps were similar. 

In the Scottish site, for the correct identification of the CORINE classes 3.1.1 (Coniferous 
forest) and 3.1.2 (Broad-leaved forest), manual digitising was necessary to ensure the inclusion 

I.	 of 'recently logged areas', which on the LCMGB are identified as bare. The many lochs in the 
landscape were successfully generalised by the semi-automated procedure. 

4.2.4 Upland landscape (East Scotland) 
The east Scotland test site is mainly upland landscape. Unlike the marginal test site of west 
Scotland, it contained fewer cover classes and the spatial distribution of classes was less intricate 
and complex (see Figure 11).il 

Figure 11. Comparison of outputs for a sample section of the upland landscape test site 
-' 

'I 
natural grass water bodies D	 D 
moors & heaths peatbog bare rock D	 D 

1:100,000 

addition o/peatbog ---..~ 

o 

manual	 semi automated (post final 

Some significant comparisons were:
 

- The manual and semi-automated output compare well visually.
 

- The overall correspondence for the test site was 911 pixels per thousand.
 

- The main difference between the two results was caused by mismatches between Natural
 
grasslands and A400rs and heath (Annex Table 7). 
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Figure 12. A visual comparison of the ITE CORINE land cover map 
at CORINE levels 1,2 and 3. An example from the estuary of the River Severn 

displayed at a scale of approximately 1: 250,000 

displayed at a scale of 
approximately 1: 50,000 

3 classes present in this 
area at level one 

Increased detail at 
level two 

More sub classes in both 
the urban and arable areas 
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Figure 13. CORINE land cover shown as the dominant class per lkm square within 
the Countryside Information System. 

Countryside Information System GB - version 6.00 
file Edit Y.iew Iools Window tlelp 
DI[.5I'11 $,I~I =1 ",ftl~'ll ~ ~r:::ICen=su=sfile=:clcgb=··=;:o....:cd-:"':';··==-;iJ- ~ 

UJclcgbd.ccf: map ..=J.gJ~ ~dcgbd.ccf: data 
[JesClipiionsll Mapping - rile detail I
 

CUlfent Datasel: JLand Cover Level 3
 

Key 10 rnap di,play:.,'
tC	 Levels 1.1 .1,1.1.2,1.4.1 and 1.4.2 

Levels 1.2.1 to 1.2.4 and 1.3.1 to 1.3.3 

Level 2.1.1 
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Lavel2.3.1 

.. 
,j 

_ Lavels 3.1 .1, 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 

Lavels 3.2.1, 3.2.2 ond 3.2.4 

Lavels 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 

Levels 4.1 .1, 4.1 .2 and 4.2.1 

Lavels 5.1.1, 5.1.2, 5.2.1, 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 

• Totel squares with data 
MIssing dot. 

~I 
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13901
 

58055
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Table 3. Correspondence per 1000 pixels, between manual and automated CORINE interpretations (validation for Arable) 
note improved correspondence in post edit figures (see in red) 
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111 - cont orb 2.8 1.4 0.0 0.3 4.5 61 
112 - discont 0.9 28.9 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.2 1.6 0.2 0.0 41.0 71 
121 - indust 0.0 1.5 0.0 0.0 1.5 

~ 124 - airport 0.1 9.0 1.2 0.2 10.5 86 
131 - mineral 0.0 0.0 4.9 0.2 0.1 0.1 5.2 

~ 133 - constr S141 - green orb 
0.0 
0.0 

1.3 
-
_. 

.~ 

0.2 
0.3 

0.0 
1.5 

1.5 
1.9 

-< 142 - recreat 0.7 3.2 1.0 0.7 5.5 58 
W 211- arable 9.2 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.3 717.0 17.3 3.3 0.2 0.3 1.6 749.5 96 
\D 

231 - pasture 0.2 1l.5 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.8 392 91.1 
- - 0.6 0.0 Ll 144.8 63 

242 - mixed cult 0.1 1.0 0.2 0.1 7.2 1.2 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.4 10.5 
243 - agric/nat 0.3 0.1 , 0.0 0.2 0.5 
311 - broadlf 0.1 Ll 0.0 5.5 0.2 6.9 80 
312 - conifer 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.4 1.2 32 
313 - mixed\\OOdl 0.1 0.3 0.2 

- , 
0.6 32 

-

321 - nat grass 
324 - trans \\OOdl 
332 - bare rock 

0.2 

0.3 

2.4 
0.1 
0.5 

0.1 
0.0 0.4 

1.4 
""I
---r-' 

L, _ 

0.0 4.1 
0.5 
0.8 

34 

512 - wtrbody 
cowr /1000 3.9 

0.1 
53.3 1.5 10.1 

0.0 
5.2 1.5 4.3 

0.6 
780.9 

0.4 
114.6 

0.0 
10.7 1.0 2.0 

7.8 
ILl 

8.9 
1000.0 I 

88 

% manual corr. 71 54 1 1 1 87 74 92 79 51 41 71 70 
After interacti~  emt 61 64 1 92 92 68 75 92 76 52 41 71 81 

Total pixels interpreted= 1224000000 Total matching = 874.7 pixels / 1000 

Total matching = 881.0 tixeJs / 1000 
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Table 6.Correspondence per 1000 pixels, between manual and automated CORINE interpretations (validation for Wales marginal) 

note improved correspondence in post edit figures (see in red) 
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111 - cont urb 3.7 2.1 0.7 -	 - - - - - 0.2 "" "" 0.0 0.1 0.2 6.9 53 
112 - discont 1.8 78.0 3.7 0.3 0.0 0.01.1 0.2 0.4 12.1 0.0 0.7 1.4 0.2 0.2 2.1 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 103.3 76 
121 - indust 2.1 4.4 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1 7.7 57 
122 - roadirail	 0.1 0.0 0.1 e 0.2 4 
123 - port areas 0.0 0.0 1.7 0.0 0.1 1.9 93 
131 - mineral 0.2 0.0 2.3 0.5	 0.1 0.1 3.0 74~  132 - dmnp sites	 0.3 0.0 

~ 

0.3 98 
3.1 0.1 4.1 0.1 0.0 0.4 0.3 0.1 8.3 38142 - recreat	 0.1 0.0 
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< 211 -araHe 1.0 0.0 0.4 8.7 5.5 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.5	 0.0 16.8 52 
N 231 - pasture 0.2 12.4 1.0	 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.7 4.0 347.2 0.3 3.2 8.7 2.1 2.5 14.7 10.5 0.2 0.1 0.3 409.0 85 

242 - cuIthate 0.2 5.5 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 2.0 7.0 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.8 0.0 0.3 0.2 18.9 0 
243 - agriclnat 0.3 0.0 0.9 0.3 0.0 0.1 1.6 
311 - broadlf 0.0 3.9 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.9 40.9 0.1 1.0 33.2 14.5 11.4 5.2 1.4 0.1 113.8 29 
312 - conifer 0.1 0.0 0.2 2.5 0.0	 1.8 11.4 2.1 0.8 0.4 0.2 19.4 59 
313 - mixed forest 0.1 0.0 0.1 1.9 1.4 1.2 1.9 0.4 0.1 7.1 26 
321 - nat grass 0.1 2.3 0.3 1.4 0.7 0.1 49.3 0.2 0.3 6.8 3.2 2.9 76.5 9.6 0.6 0.2 154.3 50 
322 - moorslheath 0.1 2.6 0.5 0.1 1.7 0.2 0.1 17.7 0.7 5.5 4.6 1.1 10.6 70.0 0.1 115.4 61 
332 - bare rock 0.8 0.0 1.3 0.4 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2	 3.0 7 
412 - peat bogs	 0.0 0.2 ----+-- . 0.2 
421 - salt IDlInhes 0.0 0:0 0.0 -I 0.2 0.3 
512-waterbodies 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 3.1 0.3 4.2 1 
522 - estuaries 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 4.2 4.4 95 
cowr 11000 6.0 111.6 11.7 0.6 2.6 9.5 0.7 4.9 16.7 490.9 0.9 6.9 59.8 37.9 22.2 112.5 93.9 1.3 3.7 5.6 1000.0 I 
% manual corr. 61 70 37 2 67 24 41 63 52 71 15 56 30 8 68 74 4 76 
After flnallntemcthe ~d1t  S3 75 55	 61 93 74 98 38 59 85 29 59 26 50 61 79 83 

Total p.xels interpreted = 1229935625	 Total matching = 650 p.xels 11000 
Total IJ1lItclring = 780 p.xels/l 000 
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7.6 ARClView customized interface 

Figure 3. An example screen shot from an ARC/View generalisation process 
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7.7 Avenue scripts 
This is a selection of the major Avenue scripts created for the CaRINE generalisation process. 
Some are completely new scripts offering unique functionality. Some scripts created linked 
together processes already available in the ARC/View 'Spatial Analyst Extension'. Our scripts 
were embedded into the customised interface shown in Annex Figure 3. We have reproduced 
here the most significant new scripts and identified what standard 'Spatial Analyst' functionality 
has been used. A number of minor scripts were created which were used alongside these at 
various points in the processes, but these have not been included in this annex. 

The code for these scripts has not been edited for inclusion in this Annex. These are straight 
copies from the avenue script. 

7. 7.1 Removing parcels < 2ha 

Script name - 25heo--zO.ave 

av.getProject.SetWorkDir("/users/seol/dse/datadirs/datavla/tempdir".AsFilenam 
e) 
'Title: Get View and Active Grid Theme 
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